
Unit Texts Used
Estimated Dates of 
Unit Unit Essential Questions Sampling of activities that align with standards

Grade 6 SEL and 
Fiction/nonfiction texts March 19- April 6

Setting a goal; using SMART 
goals and working toward 
independent successes

assorted video 
presentations; 
exemplars and 
graphic organizers

How does goal setting help us to stay focused and be 
successful?
How does short and long term planning help us as 
learners?
How does the sharing of successes and failures help us to 
adapt our thinking as we learn?

Choosing a goal presentation and SMART goal 
planning documents
Creation of online presentation - using technology; 
collaboration.
Written reflection paragraphs.

Work with fiction/nonfiction text
"King of Mazy May" 
by Jack London

How can an author's life experience influence the creation 
of a successful story?
How do the elements of fiction help me to comprehend a 
piece of literature?
How does an author use conflict to advance the plot of a 
novel and character development?”

Background information about the author.
Comprehension checks
Characterization sheet
Conflict, plot, setting activity

Sled Dogs: An 
Alaskan Epic

How does making connections to prior knowledge assist 
with text comprehension?

Reading selection and video for the purposes of 
background knowledge 

Grade 6 English Poetry Unit April 6 -  May 8 How are poems different than other types of literature?
Strategies to help students read poems effectively
Reading and analyzing poetry

Review of figurative language 
and intro to elements of poetry

assorted poems:
 please see ELA 
pacing guide 2019-
2020 for various 
selections

What structures do all poems have in common?  What 
structures are unique to different types of poems?

Drafting poems (Tic-Tac- Toe Choice Board), 
sharing poems, creating a poetry showcase

What are some strategies that helps me understand 
poems? Time for written reflections about poetry

Work with prepositions

Various teacher 
developed 
Screencastify videos; 
ppt presentations and 
teacher created 
worksheets; student 
created project 
exemplars How can I recognize prepositions?

Preposition path project creation: Identifying 
prepositions in a 10-line story

Why are prepositions important in sentences?
How will understanding prepositions as a  part of speech 
help me better understand the structure of our language?

Grade 6 English Fiction and 
Nonfiction Showcase

Asst. short stories 
including the 
following: April 15-June 16

Strategies to read literature with teacher 
shepherding.
Background information through ppt, videos or 
nonfiction articles as needed

"Eleven"/"Charles"
characterization What structures do different pieces of literature share?
"Raymond's Run" 
paired with "The 
Medicine Bag" for 
theme of taking the 
perspective of 
another
or finding your 
identity How do authors create characterization?

Strategies to encourage successful independent 
reading

"The Medicine Bag"

nonfiction 
background:"About 
the Medicine Bag"
article from PSU. How does an author's choice of setting inform a theme?

Guided questions to maximize student 
understanding of plot

"Ghost of the 
Lagoon" paired with 
"Dog of Pompeii"
setting/figurative 
language
What is 
bravery/heroism?

How does an author use conflict to advance character 
development and the plot of a novel? Students identify "intriguing" vocabulary words

Tom Sawyer - 
selected chapters

How do the elements of fiction help me to comprehend a 
piece of literature?
How do the elements of fiction contribute to the creation of 
a successful story?

Students create theme posters or other mini project 
to demonstrate their understanding of how symbol, 
dialogue, characterization, and setting combine to 
form theme

Asst. stories with a 
twist ending if needed Written response reflections

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x3-dYnq5Y9KmlkmnFi3Za2_jIw3qhRFNwab3wbwhtqU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x3-dYnq5Y9KmlkmnFi3Za2_jIw3qhRFNwab3wbwhtqU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x3-dYnq5Y9KmlkmnFi3Za2_jIw3qhRFNwab3wbwhtqU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x3-dYnq5Y9KmlkmnFi3Za2_jIw3qhRFNwab3wbwhtqU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x3-dYnq5Y9KmlkmnFi3Za2_jIw3qhRFNwab3wbwhtqU


Unit Texts Used
Estimated Dates of 
Unit Unit Essential Questions Sampling of activities that align with standards

CRT Student Choice Initial closing through 
4/3

Why is it important to be a reader? Focus on reinforcing our 
year long CRT initiative.

- CEA writing about what had already been read in 
Roll of Thunder (writing standards)
- Reader response questions to pleasure reading 
books

Historical Fiction Roll of Thunder, Hear 
My Cry

4/6 - 5/8 - What does courage look like when faced with a 
community's inherent racial prejudices?
- How does rich figurative language enhance a text?
- How do students effectively analyze figurative language in 
their writing?

- CEA writing with teacher feedback and written 
student reflections and rewrites.
- Active discussions of themes and essential 
questions through Zoom calls
- Reader response questions for each chapter
- End of unit project that includes a written 
component. Students pick from options that all 
involve connecting the novel to a current event, 
their own personal lives, or a creative project (build 
a scene out of Legos, paint or sketch a favorite 
scene, compose a song, or create a soundtrack for 
important scenes).

Dystopian Literature The Giver 5/11 - End of year Link to end-of-the-unit project showcase

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jkoakfyHFog8XuV2KaumWhd9ptQuvX7nBKKR6PejD8Y/edit?ts=5ea8d7c6


Unit Texts Used
Estimated Dates of 
Unit Unit Essential Questions Sampling of activities that align with standards

Grade 8 Novel Unit
To Kill a 
Mockingbird March 6-April 24

How does this novel teach lessons about tolerance 
that matter in today's world?

Read for understanding with teacher guidance and 
independently.

How can one man's courage make a difference in an 
intolerant world? Answer teacher-prepared study questions.
How does this novel teach lessons about the value of 
knowing vs. judging?

Class discussion about prejudice, culture, and 
society
Read non-fiction background information on the 
time period.  Jim Crowe/Civil Rights
Student reflections

Grade 8 novel unit - analytical 
writing To Kill a Mockingbird April 27- May 8th

How can you develop your writing to clearly communicate 
and support and original claim/argument with textual 
evience? Use a graphic organizer and model paragraph.
How can you use sentence variation and grammar skils to 
enhance clarity and readability? Develop an orginial claim/thesis.

Analyze supportive quotations - extract key words 
that connet with thesis.
Develop balance background information w/o 
summarizing
Compose a concluding statement.
Utilize transitions and sophisticated word choice
Consistently use the active literary present.
Use the check-list prior to submission to validate 
components

Grade 8 short story unit "The Monkey's Paw" May 11-June 16 How do the elements of fiction impact storytelling?

Read for understanding with teacher guidance and 
independently.Audio books and multi-media 
platforms 

"The Necklace" What common themes do the stories share?
Analyze how dialogue and plot inform character 
after viewing a teacher-authored Screencastify.

"The Tell-Tale Heart" How does the pattern of a short story affect the plot? Workshop to create a clear, defendable claim 
The Ransom of Red 
Chief

How does the narrator/point of view affect the story's 
theme?

Comprehension check-ins using Google forms and 
Google docs
Edpuzzles 
Virtual "discussions"



Unit Texts Used Estimated Dates of Unit Unit Essential Questions Sampling of activities that align with standards

Grade 9 Novel Unit - Essay Great Expectations March 10th - April 17th
Why is understanding character an important tool to 
understanding theme? Essay on a Great Expectations theme
Why is conflict an important part of characterization in 
literature? Thesis workshop

DESE Framework Standards
Why is quotation selection an important part of proving a 
thesis true? Outlining and drafting

RL - Reading Literature Quotation integration workshop
RI - Reading Informational Texts Peer editing
W - Writing Review of MLA formatting
L - Language

Grade 9 Drama Unit Romeo and Juliet April 21st - June 16th Why is it important to select primary quotations carefully? Deconstruct a sonnet
How does Shakespeare's culture shape his play? EdPuzzle

DESE Framework Standards How are R & J's themes of love and conflict archetypal? Webquest about Shakespearean London
RL - Reading Literature Virtual tour of the Globe Theatre
RI - Reading Informational Texts Deconstruct the play's Prologue
W - Writing Study questions for Acts I-V
L - Language Screencasts and videos to help with language

Use of primary quotes to support identified themes 
in an organized writing activity



Unit Texts Used Estimated Dates of Unit Unit Essential Questions Sampling of activities that align with standards
Grade 10 Drama Unit The Merchant of Venice March 15th - April 7th How do we use context and personal insight to determine character motivation? Shakespeare background

Jewish Virtual Library C2:  April 27-June 16 What is the purpose of "stock characters"? dramatic recitation
How and why does Shakespeare subvert expectations and dramatic form? evaluation of Shylock's motivation as "villain" or "victim"

DESE Framework Standards How does context and word choice inform our close paraphrasing of a scene? evidence selection to support a given claim
RL - Reading Literature paraphrasing and analyzing key monologues
RI- Reading Informational Texts finding textual support and discrepency between film adaptation and printed work
W - Writing

L - Language

Grade 10 Novel Unit The Kite Runner April 7th - June 16th How do a person's actions affect their own destiny and the destiny of others? background via New York Times op-ed: Kite Fighting
New York Times documentary How does Hosseini develop a narrative thematically rather than chronologically? analytical writing focusing on evidence selection
excerpt from Shahnameh What circumstances allow for redemption? historical information regarding Afghanistan and Islam

DESE Framework Standards recording and interpreting character growth
RL - Reading Literature using allusion and symbolism to analyze and predict
RI- Reading Informational Texts
W - Writing
L- Language

Grade 10 Allegory Unit Animal Farm March 19th - April 24th How do allegories reveal basic truths about society? Reading comprehension questions

Note:  this unit started before leaving school How does an author make historical people and events come alive in fiction? Students drew connections between characters and historical figures.
DESE Framework Standards How are individuals corrupted by power? Students created a project of a collage and CEAL paragraph analyzing a public figure's use of power for good.  Students had to find their own secondary evidence to support their claim.  
RL - Reading Literature
W - Writing
L - Language



Unit Texts Used
Estimated Dates of 
Unit Unit Essential Questions Sampling of activities that align with standards

The American Dream The Great Gatsby 4/6-6/1 How do we define success in America? LARP Outline

Secondary Sources: Literary Analysis
How do authors use narrartor bias and point of view to 
create meaning? Chapter Analysis Activities
How do authors use symbolism to create meaning? Secondary Source Activity

DESE Framework Standards
NOTE: Honors Students are Finishing Their Eyes Were Watching God and will begin Gatsby on 5/8)MLA Formatting

RL - Reading Literature
Vocabulary Activity

RI- Reading Informational Texts
W - Writing

L- Language

Modern Definitions of Success Into The Wild (Outside Magazine article or full text) 6/1-6/15
How does point of view in nonfiction impact our understanding
 of truth?

Reflective writing: How do I define my own success 
in these challenging times? How do I define my 
own disillusionment or contentment in these 
challenging times?

Disillusionment and 
Transcendentalism Born on the 4th of July How do writers create vivid nonfiction? Film/Writing Contrast: Fiction vs Nonfiction activity

"July, July" Tim O'Brien
How do modern American writers reframe universal American 
themes? Quotation Analysis

Kent State poetry, eyewitness accounts of Kent 
State shooting How do poets create vivid nonfiction?

DESE Framework Standards
RL - Reading Literature
RI - Reading Informational Texts
W- Writing
L-Language

C2 Nature Unit "Tree Agreement" Elise Paschen April 6-May 17 How is nature a part of our American identity? Using Screencastify, students listened to teacher lectures about the poetry

"Some Keep the Sabbath" Emily Dickinson
How do modern American writers reframe universal American 
themes? Using Padlet, students posted analytical responses to the poems and texts

DESE Framework Standards "On Nature"-- excerpt-- Ralph Waldo Emerson How do prose writers create vivid, poetic descriptions? Using Padlet, students did quotation analysis
RL - Reading Literature My First Summer in the Sierra-- Exceprt-- John Muir How do poets create vivid nonfiction? Using Padlet, students created and posted their own response poems 

RI- REading Informational Texts Falling Water-- Frank Lloyd Wright How can architecture be like poetry?
Using Padlet, students created and posted drawings of their own creative nature 
architecture and then analyzed their style choices.

W- Writing
L-Language

C2 Short Story Unit "A Jury of Her Peers"  Susan Glaspell May 18-June 18 How does the author use symbolism to create meaning? Students answered analytical reading check questions

How does the author use wordplay to create dramatic tension?

Using a supplied thesis statement, students wrote a one paragraph analysis 
of symbolism in the short story.  Students had to find their own primary 
evidence to analyze to support the provided thesis.

DESE Framework Standards
How can I used published literary criticism to support my own
 analysis?

After a short lesson on how to use a secondary source from published literary
 criticism, students then selected a supporting secondary quotation to add to
 their paragraph to analyze

RL - Reading Literature
RI - Reading Informational Texts
W- Writing
L-Language



Unit Texts Used Estimated Dates of Unit Unit Essential Questions Sampling of activities that align with standards
Grade 12 Literary Analysis 
Resarch Paper Lord of the Flies April 6-April 13 

Note: we started this unit
 before leaving school

How can credible research on a text deepen my critical and
 inferential thinking to support my conclusions more strongly?

Students developed their own thesis based on LOTF.  Students were encouraged to connect the novel to an 
outside interest such as psychology, child development, environmental science, or any other interest

Various published literary
cricitism How do I find published literary criticism? Students used primary source quotations to support thesis

DESE Framework Standards
What does a formal, college-level research paper look and
 sound like? Students performed their own secondary source research 

RL - Reading Literature Students used 3 different secondary source quotations to support thesis
RI- Reading Informational Texts Students submitted an outline and draft for teacher and peer revision
W - Writing
L- Language

Grade 12 Free Reading Unit A book of each students' choice April 13-May15

How can a viable analysis of a text of my own choosing prove
 the critical, analytical, inferential and creative thinking skills 
that I have learned? Students read book reviews to choose a work of literary fiction or nonfiction

Book reviews for each book Students explored characterization and posted digital interactive questions
DESE Framework Standards Students explored internal and external conflict and created their own digital slide to share with fellow students

RL - Reading Literature
Students used literary devices to guess the end of their book as well as to write their own ending  created their 
own digital slide to share with fellow students

RI- Reading Informational Texts As a final project, using published book reviews as a sample, students submitted a video book review of their book
W - Writing
L- Language


